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We analyse the world with 1600 models, 28 000 dataseries per week
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Compared to Swedish and global competitors we keep our outperformance
Competitors are defined as all products listed in Sweden, local banks’, asset managers’ and foreign banks’, with an equity share of 45%, an average 
of the same as Penser Medium Risk´s strategic asset allocation.

Historisk avkastning är ingen garanti för framtida avkastning. De pengar som placeras i fonden kan både öka och minska i

värde och det är inte säkert att du får tillbaka hela det insatta kapitalet. Avkastningen anges i SEK.

Historical returns are no guarantee of future returns. The money invested in the fund can both increase and decrease in value

and it is not certain that you will get back the entire invested capital. The return is stated in SEK.
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ESG?

We also LOWER carbon risk by 31,8%!
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Erik Penser Bank global equities
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Erik Penser Bank house view

Asset Management’s positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries, notably hit the trough in March 2020, on the day. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin
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What should we focus on as asset managers?

1. Why has EPB not bought into the virus anxiety as sometimes expressed in the stock market?

2. Is the market nervous? 

3. Which theoretical theorems support our optimistic outlook?

4. What does the economic outlook look like in actual data?

5. How big is the risk of recession right now?

6. Are we still in a Supercycle? 

7. What part of the economy will pull us in this Supercycle? (we have invested in this theme throughout 2021)

8. What does "peak growth" really mean? Why does EPB see no risk in this reasoning?

9. What does the pandemic crisis look like compared to previous crises?

10. Fiscal stimuluses, will they come back? Why does EPB see upside risk in this?

11. What are the actual risks in the financial markets? EPB sees strength, why?

12. Financial conditions, do they support or not? EPB sees strength, why?

13. How hungry is the market for risk? EPB sees strength, why?

14. What does the stock market's valuation look like? EPB sees strength, why?

15. How strong is the profit cycle? EPB sees continued growth, why?

16. Do companies surprise stock market analysts? What does the situation mean for the stock market?

17. How are the stock market speculators positioned?

18. Which regions do investors consider to be the hottest right now? How has the EPB positioned itself given this?

19. What does inflation pressure really look like, why has the EPB always believed in a transitory inflation spike?

20. Clouds in the sky, what is it?

21. Washington Consensus - is (finally) starting to become a topic with far-reaching consequences, but what does it mean?

22. US government debt, what to look for, what applies to the market - why does the EPB not see that it is a problem?

23. The outlook for SEK? Why does the EPB see the krona fall against the USD?

24. How do we view the German election?
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House view – a summary
Cross-Asset Strategy: Unsurprisingly we stick to max equity overweight. Global growth is climbing alongside our Supercycle hypothesis. We are still 

recovering and we still have support (fiscal and monetary). 

Equity sectors thrash around, more below and we stay very very agile. 

We are also overweight in commodities.

We are underweight in fixed income and alternatives. 

All our asset classes are delivering positive returns and increasing positive momentum. 

Market Recap

Although equity positioning has been rising, it is currently around historically average levels, suggesting the risk of a technically-induced correction isn’t high. 

Additionally, 3rd wave of the virus is decelerating. 

We remain bullish on stocks thanks to a strong earnings season and continued strong profit growth.  

In currencies, we highlight the possibility for increased USD volatility in September due to political uncertainty around the infrastructure package and debt 

ceiling. 

Last month we maintained a strong pro-risk stance in our portfolios and allocations. Max risk. We remain USD bulls given theorems, flows and what drives FX 

markets right now. 

2021 predictions are UNCHANGED 
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Collapsing growth prosepcts?, absolutely not



Coronavirus – 3rd wave is slowing
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Driver of growth: Reopening
US
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Policy response, despite 3rd wave the re-opening continues

Governments are taking a wide range of measures in response to the COVID-19 outbreak. The Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker 
(OxCGRT) aims track and compare government responses to the coronavirus outbreak worldwide rigorously and consistently.

The OxCGRT systematically collects information on several different common policy responses governments have taken, scores the stringency of such 
measures, and aggregates these scores into a common Stringency Index. This is a composite measure based on nine response indicators including school 
closures, workplace closures, and travel bans, rescaled to a value from 0 to 100 (100 = strictest).
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IS THE MARKET 
NERVOUS?

A big data exercise that revealse the 
large discrepancy between ”fashionable” 
discussions and actual market impact!

After the OpEx – no!



Below we combine those sentiment indicators that have the 
strongest statstical relationship to future equity moves
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Reflation trade indicator
The reflation trade withered away in April and 

GROWTH came back vs VALUE, as model turned in 

mid April, then back to GROWTH in June.

• Reflation got traction in March (which was late in fact), lost it in April, and got it back 

early May, just to loose it again in June. This created an environment when, we would

argue, you need to be collected and know when and what to do, and of course derive each

and every step.

• We do not guess, we act on facts and data.

• Currently we are back to growth but maintain a diversified portfolio.
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Volatility and distribution in the moves of the ratio (value vs 
growth) has been historically very high!
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Let us take a walk into the world of theorems

What can we learn from Wicksellian spread (natural rate of interest, R*)?

What  can Tobin´s Q teach us in terms of the future of equities?

What is the outlook given Total Factor Productivity?

What clues can we see in Modern portfolio theory given the Markowitz-efficiency?

What does the FED model imply? (as derived by Greenspan and Powell in their texts)

What theorem derives market liquidity?, Hui-Heubel – what conclusion can we make?

Fair Value Trading in FX – what does it tell us?

The Fisher Effect – it successfully derived falling yields in 2021, current reading?

Credit Cycle – Minsky / Austrian School



Wicksellian Spread – massive support for the markets and economy
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Wicksellian Spread

Conclusion: equities are well supported

In fact, equities have never fallen into negative 

YoY growth without a Wicksellian spread that 

has turned counter-productive.

Hence, bluntly put – it has never paid off 

being bearish if you are up against 

Wicksellian spread.



Profitability – with a “replacement of capital” angle we can derive an 
indicator that since 1950 has predicted 67% of equity slumps 
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“Tobin´s Q”

Conclusion: equities are well supported

Hence, underlying corporate structures 

are supportive and you would have 33% 

if betting against this…



Why input price pressure can be navigated by corporates!

Total Factor Productivity

In plain English – we work smarter

Key is in total factor productivity versus 
other means to create value (TFP aka 
multifactor productivity)

Conclusion: equities are well supported

20
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Market correlations are a cloud, but if we muddle through it will quickly

turn into a supporting factor

Modern portfolio theory

Markowitz-efficiency



Equity valuation based on P/E and rates
Valuations are BELOW the mean!
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FED chariomens´valuation model

Conclusion: equities are well supported
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Hui-Heubel Liquidity ratio

V is the average daily volume for a particular futures, SP is the average open interest or amount of outstanding 

shares over the same period. So V/SP effectively captures turnovers. By its actions the market is demonstrating 

an enormous propensity to buy!

Conclusion: equities are well supported



Weekly data, 30 points, relationship between the correlations 
SEK & OMX and SEK & FI

Fair Value Trading

Clearly we are in an environment where
SEK and OMX have had a positive
correlation.

But, this relationship VERSUS FI is 
mean reverting, never stable in the long
term. 

Between x-mas and New Years we were
right at the edge of 1 st deviation –
hence ready to mean revert. 

This is why we rotated further out of SEK 
into USD and EUR between x-mas and 
New Year. 

NOW THE SEK IS TRADING ON RATES!

HUGE SHIFT FOR SEK MARKET and WE INCREASED LONG USD EXPOSURES DURING THE SUMMER

24

FI and FX move 

together

Equity and FX move 

together
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Most important chart…for a while, WHY YIELDS PLUMMETED and we have not 
re-entered curve steepener and why the transitory CPI burst is the most transitory
ever!
The Fisher Effect



Credit Impulse indicators…looking good!!! (don´t get tricked by old 
Chinese data, they havechanged their liquidity channels)

Credit cycle

the graph shows the US and 

still supportive



The world of high frequency GDP models

Do not confuse deceleration with weakness
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GDP weekly models – following the peak and refuses to fall 
back to pre-covid levels (Supercycle)
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Supercycle! Growth trajectory is impressive!

Supported by roughly 4000 individual

US data series! Math by FED and US investment 

Banks.

BTW, the coming peak in GDP, production etc has been traded as
this is OLD news!



Driver of growth: pent up demand
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Recession risk, FED´s own model, RATES are NOT a threat to equities / 
growth
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US is boosting its economy to 

close an output gap that is 50% 

smaller than EU´s!!!

At the same time recession risk 

in the US is the 4th lowest ‘ever’ 

recorded following FED 

research!

Recession risk is now 9,5%.

As the inflation hysteria camp 

has move camping spot to peak 

growth hysteria we should 

remember that the growth 

outlook is a supercycle and 

subsequently, the risk of a 

recession is so low that the 

market wont care.  



…observe, after the peak (visible since week 15 this year) we face a 
bounce…we prefer equities and stay maximum overweight
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Hence, the real story is not about 

peak growth, but that several 

economies look stronger after the 

pandemic compared before 

(obviously only focusing on GDP, 

market etc and not the human 

suffering). 



Part of Supercycle theme, CapEx is back, as we forecasted nd 
been nagging about throughout 2021 ☺!
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Macro and markets in harmony
Weekly data troughed in April 2020, we have repeated this since April 2020 and see no reason to doubt this trend, growth is 
growth and has to be traded!
Below is built 217 datavariables
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Timing peak growth to peak equities!
Tip: do not confuse peak growth with weakness!
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We include the latest FED research and math, now-casting, 

TFP / MFP and old school indicators (profit forecasts)
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3 last crises, a look at global trade and S&P
Peak trade is a vague signal for equities, if any signal at all?



…and you thought fiscal stimulus was over?
There is another 3.5 Tr USD on its way and it can´t be stopped!
US is adding another +15.5% of its economy 
…including 550 bUSD in infrastructure spending as well…

37

Also, last week the European 

Union finally put to work the 

first grants released from the 

800 billion-euro ($938.7 

billion) NextGeneration

EU recovery fund.

China has declared more credit 

stimulus. 



Risk monitor based on broader macro input
Below risk monitor troughed a week before equities (part of our trough call on the 24th of March 2020).

UNLESS yield momentum impacts broader markets, the economy, liquidity etc it will NOT stop equities but cause reallocations.
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Time to get detailed…US financial conditions / financial stress MUCH better
than EZ’s!!! This slide continues to be key as stimulus withdraws

This is crucial especially now after the spike in yields, we can now measure just how better things are in US markets compared to EZ….and 
little wonder that flows have and will be directed to the relative winner, the US

These models build on ECB and FED research! This metric called the 2008 crises in the summer of 2007 and never flinged!
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So, what could be the NEXT equity trigger? - flows

MSCI US versus net flows to 

US equities, sell offs met

with inflows, but the 

underlying trend in 2021 is 

tough…we think, based on 

investor sentiment, that the 

flows to equities will come 

back in 2H of 2021!



Fear and Greed, our version is a combination of several so called fear and 
greed monitors

• This monitor catches the stress in Equity 
markets 

• When green bars rise we are in GREED

• When green bars fall we are in FEAR

• Currently we are in GREED
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• Valuations are NEUTRAL!!!

FED model and future earnings are putting P/E in a context
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EPS indicators have peaked – note, this does not imply falling
equities, but less overall growth – ie be picky!
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Corporate reporting vs buy/sell analysis
Analysts lag corporates own predictions.

This spread affects markets in a positive way!
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Speculative volumes

still supports LONG positions, speculative options never doubted the 2020 bounce, 
impressive or fool hearted?
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Investor confidence, over 100 = increased flows to the region, 
the buy side has spoken…



Most alerted data

data is STILL beating consensus!!!

USA

• 14e NFIB, CPI!!!

• 15e NY FED activity index, production

• 16e Retail sales, Philly FED activity index

• 17e Consumer confidence University of Michigan

China

• 15e Retail sales, production

Japan

• 14e Production

• 15e Orders, Tertiary industry index

Eurozone aggregated

• 15e Production

Germany

• n/a

Sweden

• 14e CPI

• 15e Prospera
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US Retail sales – we are far above consensus

US economy is improving at a rapid rate, just as we have highlighted. This will still take some investors by 
surprise. 

BLOOMBERG MACROBOND



Why bullish, because e.g. weekly same store sales has not slowed
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We can now calculate the Pent Up demand…at current data it is 
huge…prepare for the continuation of the Supercycle!

If we combine gasoline prices, refinancing, online shopping, and S&P 500, we get the following prediction
for Redbook sales (leading retail sales):
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US consumer confidence, University of Michigan´s reading to catch
up to the economy and the rest of the measurements?
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Given hard data we see a similar trend to OECD´s (unsurprisingly). 

If we view Production rather narrowly, assuming that

hard data leads the statistics, we get a more volatile but

rather interesting reading. 

US`s production peaked – but this wont affect markets, the new level will!



US production, sector by sector



US ECI – NFIB speaks of increasing ECI but the gap to actual data 
has GROWN
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3 critical elements of CPI and why did some get nervous in 
the first place?!

Relationship to equities
What is priced in and what level does the FED anticipate to be the 
outlook
How is the market affected by US Treasury and New York FED

Currently the market has adjusted to the FED outlook, ie the transitory
idea is clearly dominant, in fact, neither the market nor professional
forecasters EVER doubted the idea of transitory CPI…!!!
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CPI – what is the ISSUE?
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FED´s preferred measures (part from PCE of course)



US CPI, why we kept the transitory outlook?
The rate market sees the inflation as transitory, we do not wish to fight the rate market as surveys by FED are in line with the market.
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How do the words (from BIS) look in numbers (their report on the 
supply and demand of papers that form the base for priced inflation)?

CPI priced outlook is micromanaged by policy makers!

Above 0, the effect pushes priced

inflation upwards, below 0 the 

vice versa, priced inflation 

breaks on the downside.

This means that any graph

illustrating TIPS spread, priced

inflation etc has to be taken 

within this context, hence a vast

number of sell-side analysis in 

this matter has to be 

taken….calmly…



US CPI
CPI has peaked!



Price pressure coming off slightly
ie the probability of YoY PCE exceed 2.5% in 12 months



CPI via trimmed mean and our daily traded CPI model

Yet again we see the peak and transitory nature of the recent CPI burst.



Long term effects holding down future CPI

• We note the discussion Profits or Labor income but this discussion needs to be expanded to include imputations as well, this could in fact
explain a lot more than a simple trade off wages / profits.

• Again, we prefer to follow data and theorems.



How have we traded CPI?
We are e.g. long agricultural prices in the US (& other commodities)



We keep an eye out for Phillips but don´t expect a comeback
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Our reflation trade indicator, priced inflation at a peak? 
Would seem so…for now at least!
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Do others see the lacklustre CPI growth? Yes
In fact, most FED regions do. 

Hence, we never bought into the CPI hysteria
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Transitory…yes, oh yes!
By omitting outliers (small and large price 

changes) and focusing on the interior of the 

distribution of price changes, the median CPI and 

the 16 percent trimmed-mean CPI can provide a 

better signal of the underlying inflation trend than 

the all-items CPI
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All clear? Not necessarily, we do keep an eye on the wage pressure, as designed by 
Bloomberg, 
As we have stated time and time again, we must not confuse ”transitory” and rising trend, and 
the significant difference between ”good” and ”bad” inflation!



SWE CPIF, energy and new definition created the 2021 burst
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We keep an eye on natural gas prices in Europe



The tilt amongst FED and White House and Congress and Treasury 
has dramatically changed…why and why we can make a victory lap?!

• For decades, the managers of the U.S. economy had a cautionary bias. Central bankers worried that prices might spike at any time. Budget officials fretted that 
deficits would get out of hand, trigger the bond vigilantes and send interest rates soaring. Both stood permanently on guard, ready to ward off such threats with 
tighter policy.
The result was an economy that expanded at below its potential growth rate in three-quarters of the years since 1980, according to the Congressional 
Budget Office. It grew steadily more unequal over that period too.

• POLITICAL RESPONSE IS CLEAR, THIS FAR OUTWEIGHS CPI CONCERNS AND IF GROWTH MATERIALIZES THE MARKETS WILL FOCUS ON 
EARNINGS, GROWTH AND THE HISTORICAL RELATIONSHIP - RISING CPI AND RISING EQUITIES - WILL HOLD…YET AGAIN!!!! This is the 
backdrop of the new Washington Consensus

• As we forecasted, output gap turns positive much faster (hence supportive of equities)!

• THIS HAS TO BE A TOTAL VICTORY LAP FOR THE US ADMINISTRATION

72
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US debt burden, interest rate cost as proportion to GDP
I used to build indicators on Yellen´s comments when she chaired the FOMC – a great way to understand her thoughts on US 
labour market. 

She has already started to give out indicators as US Sec of Treasury, below is one that I find important in order to understand 
how they view US debt:

Average treasury yields north of 2.5% 
would turn the trend around.

Debt will push it in 2025.



German voter poll – New regime looks likely!

• We can start to expect more fiscal stimuluses!
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EPB Asset Management, diverse range of Houseview publications

Erik Penser Bank Houseview

Asset Managements´positions and analysis

We believe in transparency, this publication is not mere opinions, it is how we have 
traded and will trade in order to beat our competitors and benchmarks.

This entirely data driven methodology was founded in late 1990s, developed in the 
Nordics, London and New York, it e.g. accurately predicted the IT & Great Financial 
crises with recoveries. So far, the political, economic and financial implications of the 
pandemic outbreak of 2020 were the hardest to catch, fortunately the rebound was 
one of the easier, we timed it to the day – 24th of March. 

Head of Asset Management

Twitter; @jwthulin

Social media:

You Tube; https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77

Instagram; instagram.com/epbasset/
https://twitter.com/jwthulin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonas-thulin-93632914/

Fund reports: Team ready for comments:

Distribution of Fund Rating Universe

CCC B BB BBB A AA AAA

LAGGARD AVERAGE LEADER

Weekly newsletter Monthly houseview Weekly houseview and  market analysis

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFeVXfrcmwBAmRK1lXj9AtszG2faERl77
https://t.co/8d7N4rWw5l?amp=1
https://twitter.com/jwthulin


Disclaimer

Denna publikation har sammanställts av Erik Penser Bank exklusivt för företagets kunder. Innehållet har grundats på information från allmänt tillgängliga källor

vilka bedömts som tillförlitliga. Sakinnehållets riktighet och fullständighet liksom lämnade prognoser och rekommendationen kan inte garanteras.

Erik Penser Banks medgivande krävs om hela eller delar av denna publikation mångfaldigas eller sprids.

Publikationen vänder sig till Erik Penser Banks kunder i Sverige. Detta innebär att publikationen inte ska eller kan spridas till eller göras tillgänglig för någon i USA

(med undantag av vad som framgår av Rule 15a – 16, Securities Exchange Act of 1934), Kanada eller något annat land som i lag fastställt begränsningar för

spridning och tillgänglighet av materialets innehåll. Informationen i publikationen ska inte uppfattas som en uppmaning eller rekommendation att ingå transaktioner.

Informationen tar inte sikte på enskilda mottagares kunskaper och erfarenheter av placeringar, ekonomiska situation eller investeringsmål. Informationen är därmed

ingen personlig rekommendation eller ett investeringsråd.

Erik Penser Bank frånsäger sig allt ansvar för direkt eller indirekt skada som kan grunda sig på denna publikation. Placeringar i finansiella instrument är förenade

med ekonomisk risk. Placeringen kan öka eller minska i värde eller bli helt värdelös. Att en placering historiskt haft en god värdeutveckling är ingen garanti för

framtiden.

Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat ”Etiska Regler” och ”Riktlinjer för Intressekonflikter”. Dessa syftar till att förebygga och förhindra intressekonflikter mellan

avdelningarna inom företaget och bygger på restriktiva kommunikationer (Chinese Walls). Det kan dock föreligga ett uppdragsförhållande eller rådgivningssituation

mellan emittent och någon annan avdelning än Analysavdelningen. Erik Penser Bank har utarbetat interna restriktioner för när handel får ske i ett finansiellt

instrument som är föremål för Investeringsanalys.

I denna publikation har analytikern redovisat och återgett sin personliga uppfattning om emittent och/eller finansiellt instrument. Analysen har varken grundats på

uppdragsförhållande mellan emittent och analytiker eller medfört ersättning från emittent till analytiker. Den eller de som sammanställt denna publikation har inga

innehav i de analyserade finansiella instrumenten.

Erik Penser Bank har tillstånd att bedriva värdepappersverksamhet och står under Finansinspektionens tillsyn.
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